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Source: Turnbull, The Art of Monitoring, Kindle edition, chap. 2.
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Black screen 

•  terminal!
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Chat bots 





PD! slack!

pager duty alert 

Critical application latte is unresponsive, 
please help check! 

high 

@chat-bot check latte 

@chat-bot restart latte 

Hi, trying to get the health check, one sec… 
requested state: started 
instances: 2/2 
     state     since                    cpu    memory         disk           
details 
#0   running   2016-11-28 09:42:23 PM   186.3%   329.6M of 2G   
390.2M of 1G 
#1   running   2016-11-28 09:44:38 PM   210.5%   319.7M of 2G   
390.2M of 1G 

Hi, trying to restart xxx, one sec…
latte was restarted, here is the health check,
requested state: started
instances: 2/2
     state     since                    cpu    memory         disk           
details
#0   running   2016-11-28 09:42:23 PM   0.3%   317.6M of 2G   
390.2M of 1G
#1   running   2016-11-28 09:44:38 PM   0.5%   326.7M of 2G   
390.2M of 1G
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.  email thread 

.  report

Everything in chat room 
@hubot commit pro/fix 
@hubot push pro/fix 
@hubot test pro/fix 
@hubot deploy pro/fix 
@hubot status pro 

   



hey guys, what happen? 

hey, who can tell me, what happened? my customer 
can’t login now 

@hubot check firewall status 

hi, checking for you… 
firewall got high cpu issue. 

@hubot log firewall status 

@hubot restart firewall 

Never stop! 



Do ops everywhere with your smart phone and bot! 

pager duty alert 

Your web application xxxxxx is  
unresponsible, 
please help check! 

high 

slack 

@hubot check xxx 

@hubot restart xxx 



All in slack 



ChatOps accelerate feedback 



Too many alerts 



No screen 



@pipilu fix high disk usage 10.23.x.x 

@luxixi fix high CPU usage 10.24.x.x 

@shuke restart firewall 10.25.x.x  

@beta restart app portal.prod  

…!

pipilu luxixi shuke beta 

API API API API 

Infrastructure, apps, business logic 
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